Clinical History:

32-year-old male patient suffering retro-orbital and right hemicranial pain without improvement with non-steroidal analgesics. He subsequently developed diplopia, progressive paresis of the right eye to outward movement and hypoesthesia in homolateral fronto-orbital area. The eye exam and laboratory tests were normal. All symptoms significantly remitted with steroid. (Figure 1)

Imaging Findings:

The brain MRI showed a moderate convex thickening of the dural edge in the right cavernous sinus extending to the superior orbital fissure, isointense in T1 and with homogeneous enhancement with gadolinium. The injury was in close contact with the intracavernous portion of the internal carotid artery, narrowing it slightly. (Figure 2) In the post-therapy control MRI, a clear reduction of the described findings was observed. (Figure 3)

Discussion:

The Tolosa-Hunt Syndrome (THS) is a painful ophthalmoplegia caused by an idiopathic granulomatous inflammation of the cavernous sinus and/or superior orbital fissure. [1] This syndrome affects both sexes, having the highest incidence towards the fourth decade of life. [2] Although the etiology is unknown, there are reports describing its possible autoimmune origin due to the positivity for ANCA, antilupic and antiperoxidase antibodies in some patients with THS. [1] The typical symptoms are retro or peri orbital unilateral pain with oculomotor progressive paresis due to pair III, VI and IV involvement. The pair V ophthalmic branch may be affected, producing periorbital paresthesias. Infrequently, a Horner’s Syndrome can occur due to the involvement of periarterial sympathetic fibers. [3] The implication of the image methods lies in excluding other etiologies of the cavernous sinus syndrome, showing the typical THS findings and monitoring the post-therapeutic response. [4] The method of choice is the MRI (92% sensibility). [2] There is disparity in the literature about the utility of MRI diagnosis criteria. [5] The MRI findings consist of a convex thickening of the cavernous sinus that may extend to the superior orbital fissure and orbit, with a variable intensity in T1 and T2 and homogenous enhancement. [5, 6] Angiography identifies narrowing or segmental irregularities in the internal carotid artery, superior ophthalmic vein occlusion or nonvisualization of the affected cavernous sinus. However, a normal angiography does not exclude the diagnosis. [7] These alterations usually improve after corticoid therapy.

The most important differential diagnoses are sarcoidosis, lymphoma, meningioma and metastases. Sarcoidosis and lymphoma are illnesses with systemic involvement. Both respond to steroid therapy. Sarcoidosis is
usually associated with multiple hypointense T2 focuses in the brain parenchyma and meninges and may cause the thickening of the cranial nerves. Unlike TSH, lymphoma involves the arteries without narrowing them. [8] The meningioma has homogenous enhancement and arterial narrowing too, but it does not respond to corticoid therapy and it may have calcifications, reactive hyperostosis and dural tail. Metastases have a clinical history of malignancy, they are usually multiple and does not improve with steroid. A controversial differential diagnosis is the orbital pseudotumor because they share clinical-therapeutical features, the difference is that the pseudotumor would affect the orbit and the extraocular muscles.[3, 7] Differentiating TSH from other diseases can be done considering clinical presentation, neuroimaging studies (especially MRI with contrast) and the response to steroids. However, clinical and radiological improvement with steroid therapy is not specific for TSH.
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**Description:** a) Axial T1 SE

Dural thickening of the lateral border of the right cavernous sinus with extension to the superior orbital fissure (white arrow) **Origin:** Imagenes MDQ, Clinic Pueyrredon, Department of Radiology, Mar del Plata, Argentina
Description: b) Axial T1 fat saturation with contrast. The dural thickening has an homogenous enhancement with contrast. Notice the involvement of the intracavernous portion of the internal carotid artery. Origin: Imagenes MDQ, Clinic Pueyrredon, Department of Radiology, Mar del Plata, Argentina
Description: c) Coronal T1 fat saturation with contrast. The dural thickening has an homogenous enhancement with contrast. Notice the involvement of the intracavernous portion of the internal carotid artery. Origin: Imagenes MDQ, Clinic Pueyrredon, Department of Radiology, Mar del Plata, Argentina
Description: a) Axial T1 SE. Origin: Imagenes MDQ, Clinic Pueyrredon, Department of Radiology, Mar del Plata, Argentina
Description: b) Axial T1 fat saturation with contrast. Significant decrease in thickness and enhancement of the lateral border of the right cavernous sinus. Origin: Imagenes MDQ, Clinic Pueyrredon, Department of Radiology, Mar del Plata, Argentina
Description: c) Coronal T1 fat saturation with contrast. Significant decrease in thickness and enhancement of dural thickening. Origin: Imagenes MDQ, Clinic Pueyrredon, Department of Radiology, Mar del Plata, Argentina
Figure 3
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Description: Physical examination: restriction to abduction of the right eye due to paresis of the abducens nerve. **Origin:** Imagenes MDQ, Clinic Pueyrredon, Department of Radiology, Mar del Plata, Argentina

b

Description: Normal motility of the right eye to adduction. **Origin:** Imagenes MDQ, Clinic Pueyrredon, Department of Radiology, Mar del Plata, Argentina